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Abstract
Although the research of immune-based anomaly detection technology has made some progress, there are still
some defects which have not been solved, such as the loophole problem which leads to low detection rate and
high false alarm rate, the exponential relationship between training cost of mature detectors and size of selfantigens. This paper proposed an intrusion detection method based on changes of antibody concentration in
immune response to improve and solve existing problems of immune based anomaly detection technology. The
method introduces blood relative and blood family to classify antibodies and antigens and simulate correlations
between antibodies and antigens. Then, the method establishes dynamic evolution models of antigens and
antibodies in intrusion detection. In addition, the method determines concentration changes of antibodies in
the immune system drawing the experience of cloud model, and divides the risk levels to guide immune
responses. Experimental results show that the method has better detection performance and adaptability than
traditional methods.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of network technology and the extreme dependence of people on network
applications, security problems of network systems are becoming more and more serious. On the basis
of the natural defense mechanism of biological immune system which can identify self and non-self,
artificial immune systems can be used to solve practical problems including network security, intelligent
optimization, pattern recognition, control theory, etc. [1,2].
Forrest et al. [3] from the University of New Mexico were the earliest scientists to introduce biological
immune mechanism into anomaly detection field, and they thought that the anomaly detection problem
can be regarded as the problem of distinguishing between self and non-self. Self refers to the legitimate,
users or protected data, and non self refers to unauthorized users or virus-distorted data. Accordingly,
she proposed the negative selection algorithm drawing the experience of immune tolerance of
lymphocytes, and applied to file virus detection. After that, Hofmeyr and Forrest [4,5] further proposed
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the artificial immune system named ARTIS, and applied it to the network intrusion detection system.
The contributions of Hofmeyr and Forrest [4,5] lay the foundation for the research of immune-based
anomaly detection technology.
Since then, a large number of researchers began sustained and in-depth study on the theory and
application of immune-based anomaly detection technology. Dasgupta and Forrest [6] for the first time
put forward applying the negative selection algorithm to the field of fault detection and achieved very
good results. Kim and Bentley [7] and Kim et al. [8] proposed an immune based anomaly detection
algorithm which can adapt for dynamic changes of selves, named DynamiCS. Williams et al. [9]
developed a distributed computer immune system named CDIS. Harmer et al. [10] extended CDIS to the
field of virus detection. Aickelin et al. [11] proposed an intrusion detection model based on the immune
danger theory. Greensmith et al. [12] proposed an anomaly detection model based on dendritic cells of
the biological immune system.
The research of immune-based anomaly detection technology has made some progress, researchers
have proposed a variety of algorithms which are suitable for static and dynamic environments of selves,
and these immune-based algorithms have been applied in many fields such as computer virus detection,
network intrusion detection, spam detection, fault detection. But these anomaly detection algorithms
based on immune still have some defects which have not been effectively resolved, and the main defects
are in the following.
Firstly, under the static-self condition, because there are holes in the non-self space coverage of
detectors, detection rate is low in the anomaly detection. In the dynamic-self environment, due to the
lack of adaptive capacity for detectors, there are problems of low detection rate and high false alarm rate.
Secondly, there is a problem of the exponential relationship between training cost of mature detectors
and size of self-antigens. If the self set is great, generating mature detectors will cost too much time. If the
self set is small, false alarm rate of the system will be high [3].
In order to improve and solve existing problems of immune based anomaly detection technology, this
paper proposed an intrusion detection method based on changes of antibody concentration in immune
response, named AC-Id. The main contributions of the method are as follows. Firstly, the method
introduces blood relative and blood family to classify antibodies and antigens and simulate correlations
between antibodies and antigens. Secondly, the method establishes dynamic evolution models of antigens
and antibodies in intrusion detection. Thirdly, the method determines concentration changes of
antibodies in the immune system through the experience of cloud model, and divides risk levels to guide
immune responses.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The theories of the model including expressions
of antigens and antibodies, expressions of affinities, definitions of blood relative and blood family,
description of concentration computation of blood family, and implementation mechanism of cloud
model are described in Section 2. The architectures of the model including processes of normal data
modeling and intrusion detection, and evolution models of antigens and antibodies are described in
Section 3. The effectiveness of AC-Id is verified in Section 4. Experimental results show that the method
has better detection performance and adaptability than traditional methods. Finally, the conclusions are
given in the last section.
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2. Model Theory
2.1 Antibodies and Antigens
Antigens in the model include selves and non-selves. Self is normal network connection. Non-self
represents abnormal network connection. Antigens and antibodies have similar architectures, and are
represented by binary strings in the morphological space. If antibodies detect an antigen as non-self, they
will direct the immune response.
Define B={0,1}length as the set of all binary strings, R as the set of real numbers and N as the set of natural
numbers.
is short for antigen and is defined as (1).
= {< ,
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where d is the determinant of
, and consists of m characteristic gene segments. d can be expressed as d
= (d1, d2, …, dm). di represents the ith component of d, ∈ {0,1} , = 1,2, … , , li is the length of di. m is
the number of gene segments which compose d. type is the type of antigen, and its values are 0 and 1. 0
represents the intrinsic antigen, and 1 represents the foreign antigen. lifetime represents the life span of
antigen.
Antibody Ab can be split into immature one AbI, mature one AbT and memory one AbM. Immature
antibody AbI is a newly formed immune cell that has not undergone self-tolerance, and is defined as (2).
Mature antibody AbT represents the immune cell who passes tolerance and is not activated by antigens,
and is defined as (3). Memory antibody AbM represents the immune cell who matches a certain number
of antigens and is activated by antigens, and is defined as (4).
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d is the determinant of Ab,
is the age of Ab, consistency is the density of Ab, and count is the number
of antigens that Ab matches.
Both
and
bases are composed of gene segments. Gene segments are extracted from key
components of IP packets. All possible values of each gene segment are collected into the gene pool, and
corresponding gene values are randomly selected from each gene segment in the gene pool to form
legitimate genes. In this paper, gene segment types include source address (32 bit), service type (8 bit),
source port (16 bit), protocol type (8 bit), destination address (32 bit), destination port (16 bit), IP packet
length (16 bit), packet partial content (16 bit), and so on.

2.2 Affinity Computation
The affinities between antigen and antigen, antigen and antibody, antibody and antibody are defined
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as the match between their data structures. We adopt the improved r-continuous bits matching rule, and
is expressed as (5).
( 1, 2) =

1, ∑
0,

( 1.
ℎ

, 2)/

≥

(5)

1 ∈ , 2 ∈ , m is the number of gene segments which compose 1 and 2, and is the matching
equals to 1, which means that 1 and 2 are matched.
is expressed as (6). l is
threshold.
the length of binary string y.
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2.3 Blood Relative and Blood Family
In this paper, we adopt blood relative and blood family to simulate correlations between antibodies.
Blood relative is defined as (7), and is the matching threshold.
= {< ,

>|

( . , . )≥

∩ ,

}

(7)

For any set X of antibodies, if ∀ , ∈ , < , >∈
exists, that is, the affinity of any
element x and y is higher than the given threshold, then X is named a blood relative. If any element of abX is not consanguinity, it is said to be the largest sanguinity of Ab.
Set that = { , , … , } , Ab1 = Ab,
=
−⋃
. is a largest blood relative with most
i
elements of Ab , and
=⋃
, then is called a blood family. Set 1 ≤ < ≤ , there exists ∩
= ∅. Table 1 illustrates steps of getting a blood family from antibody set X. The main idea is in the
following. All the antibodies are regard as vertexes in an undirected graph. Then divide the graph, and
figure out all the maximal complete sub-graphs. Each sub-graph is a blood relative, and all the sub-graphs
compose blood family.
Table 1. The algorithm for blood family
Input: X = {ab1, ab2, …, abn}
Output:

={

Step 1.

= ∅.

,

,…,

}

Step 2. Calculate affinities between abi and abj (1 ≤ ≤ , 1 ≤ ≤ ). If <abi, abj> ∈ blood relative, there exists an
edge eij = <abi, abj> between abi and abj. Because the relationship of consanguinity is mutual, we use
undirected edge to replace the bidirectional edge. So undirected graph G = <V, E> is generated. G.V = X is
a non-empty finite set, which is vertices of graph G. G.E = {eij | eij = (abi, abj) ∈blood relative}, which is edges
of graph G.
Step 3. Find the entire maximal complete sub-graph X’ = {X1,X2,…,Xk}. Where,
Step 4. Select Xi in X’.
Step 5. Set

=
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2.4 Density Computation of Blood Family
On the micro level, density of each blood family consists of density of each antibody in the set. The
status of antibody density will directly reflect the security situation of the network. In this paper, rules for
the change of antibody density are as follows.
The immature antibody will have an initial density when it is changed into mature antibody.
When an antigen is identified as non-self, it will issue stimulus signals η to antibodies. When the
antigen matches a memory antibody, the antigen will produce a stimulus signals to the corresponding
antibody and the antibody density increases; when the antigen matches a mature antibody, it will produce
a stimulus signal to the corresponding antibody as well and the antibody density increases.
Normal death of an antigen causes an inhibiting signal ζ to the antibody. That is, when the memory
antibody does not match the antigen within a certain time, the antibody density will decrease. When the
mature antibody does not match the antigen for a certain period of time, the antibody density will also
decrease. When the life cycle of a mature antibody reaches a threshold and is not activated, the antibody
is deleted. The formula is as follows.
( )=

( )+

( )−

( )=∑

( ).

(8)

( ) is the initial density at the moment
n is the count of antibodies in this kind of family, i=1,2,... n.
t. ( ) is the density function of antibodies which match non-selves at the moment t. ( ) is the
influence function of normal death of antigens on the density of antibodies at the moment t.

2.5 Cloud Model
Cloud model is an uncertain transformation model between a certain qualitative concept represented
by linguistic value and its quantitative representation [13,14]. The biggest problem in intrusion detection
system based on antibody density is how to judge the danger. In the process of judgment, risk and safety
are qualitative concepts with uncertainties, while resources are quantitative data. Therefore, cloud model
can be adopted to represent them.
Usually, we can monitor system variables like memory occupancy rate, CPU usage rate, I/O usage
conditions, network delay, packet loss rate, network flow etc., and sample their changed values. Then we
can construct the normal cloud and abnormal cloud to estimate danger. But there are too many variables
which are related to each other. If you model multiple one-dimensional or multi-dimensional clouds, the
error will be larger. In the immune system, when the system is invaded, the most direct change is the
change of antibody concentration, which can reflect the network security situation. Therefore, the
antibody concentration can be modeled to determine the risk.
First, collect data in the safe state. t0 is the starting point of sampling, and T is sampling interval.
Antibody densities of different blood family are sampled respectively. Obtain k sample points: t0{A10, A20,
…, An0}, t1{A11, A21, …, An1}, …, tk{A1k, A2k, …, Ank}. Reduce sample values between 0 and 1. In this way, the
spatial distribution of sample points of each blood family forms a cloud. According to reverse cloud
generator algorithm which is expressed as Table 2, we can obtain cloud’s digital characteristics of every
blood family in secure state
,
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Table 2. The algorithm of reverse cloud generator
Obtain cloud’s digital characteristics according to droplets. (Take density of blood family A1 as an example)
Input: sample points A11, …, A1k.
Output: (Ex1, En1, He1)
Step 1. Calculate sample mean
Step 2.

=

Step 3.

=

Step 4.

=√

= (1⁄ ) ∑

= 1⁄( − 1) ∑

, sample variance
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−

) .
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−

|

−

|

.

Known attacks are introduced to collect a number of sample points when the system is in danger,
generate the cloud in the dangerous state in a similar way, and obtain the digital characteristics of the
,

cloud in the dangerous state of each blood family

,

,

,
,
,…,
,
,
.
According to the “rule-3En” of clouds, features of the less safe cloud and the less dangerous cloud can
be estimated by (9) and (10).
=
=

+3
−3

=
=

+ 3 ∗ 0.618
− 3 ∗ 0.618

(9)
(10)

3. Model Architecture
3.1 Overall Process
The structure of the system is divided into two parts: normal data modeling and intrusion detection.
The purpose of normal data modeling is to establish the cloud model of the density of each blood
family. Firstly, land attack, Smurf attack, death of ping attack and more than a dozen other attacks were
used to initialize the system to generate the initial antigen set and the initial memory set. In addition,
according to the blood relationship between mature antibodies and memory antibodies, the initial blood
family were divided. This is t0. Then, under the normal state of the system, sampling is conducted at
intervals of T for k times. At each sampling point, the density of each blood family was calculated to
obtain k cloud droplets. According to the algorithm of reverse cloud generator, the digital characteristics
of each blood family in a safe state could be calculated. Similarly, at the time of t0, known attacks are
introduced respectively. Under the condition that the system is only in the state of one attack, samples
are taken at intervals of T for k times respectively. According to the sample values, the digital
characteristics of clouds of each blood family in the state of danger are calculated. Then, according to (9)
and (10), the numerical characteristics of less safe cloud and less dangerous cloud are calculated. At this
point, the data modeling is completed, the one-dimensional variable cloud of each risk level can be
obtained.
The purpose of intrusion detection is to judge if the system is under abnormal attack. The process is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The process of intrusion detection.
After receiving the IP packet, the system extracts the gene segment from the antigen extraction module
and encodes it into the epitope, adds the antigen collection, and classifies the antigens by blood families.
Then antigen and memory antibody conduct affinity matching. When the affinity is greater than a certain
threshold, the antigen is considered to be non-self, and the following operations are performed, that is,
remove antigen from the antigen collection, increase the density of matching antibody, and trigger a
secondary response. If no secondary response is triggered, the antigen will continue to match with mature
antibodies. When the affinity is greater than a certain threshold, the density of the matching antibody will
be increased. At this time, the density of the antigens’ blood family will be calculated and the membership
degree of the risk level of the density will be obtained. When the density of system causes secondary
response or triggers a primary response, the antibody varies based on the clonal selection algorithm, and
produce new antigens with higher affinity between itself and antibodies to identify danger faster, and
produce some original antigens with low affinity into immature collection to guarantee the diversity of
the system.

3.2 Antigen Evolution Model
In the actual situation, a network activity is considered to be normal at a moment, and is likely to be
considered illegal the next moment. In the time t0, administrator opened ftp services in the server, and at
this time the network’s 21 port connection was normal. In the time t1, administrator closed the FTP
service, and the network connection of 21 port was illegal. Therefore, the antigen set in the immune
system is evolving. Antigens are divided into inherent ones and foreign ones. The inherent antigen set
was unchanged, and the lifetime was always the maximum value TL. The foreign antigen set dynamically
changes. The lifetime of newly added antigens is TL, and then decreases gradually until 0. When the
lifetime of the external antigen is 0, delete the antigen. The formula is expressed as (11).
( )=

{< ,
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>|
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ℎ
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, is newly added determinant at time },

( ) = {< ,
,
>|
= 1,
= 0, is identified as non − self}.
In the immune system, because of limited resources, the situation of the number of antigens increasing
with time should be avoided. The number of antigens is assumed to
. The length of the intrinsic

, and the length of the foreign antigen set was
=
−
. The
antigen set was
antigen life span should be as large as possible so as to override more self-space and reduce false positive
rate. The relationship between TL and

is as follows.

It is assumed that the number of foreign antigens in the time t0 is N0 and the life time of these antigens
≤

is TL, then in the time t0

;

It is assumed that the number of foreign antigens in the time t1 is N1 and the life time of antigens from
+
≤
;
t0 is TL-1, then in the time t1
…
It is assumed that the number of foreign antigens in the time tTL-1 is NTL-1 and the life time of antigens
from t0 is 1, then in the time tTL-1
+
+ ⋯+
=∑
≤
;
Ideally, the number of foreign antigens at each moment is equal, that is to say, N=N0=N1=…= NTL-1,
then × ≤
−
, ≤(
−
)/ .

3.3 Antibody Evolution Model
Antibody set includes immature antibody set, mature antibody set and memory antibody set.
The immature antibody set consists of two parts. One part is made up of different gene segments
randomly selected from the gene pool, and the other part is generated by the variation of the antibody
according to the clonal selection algorithm in the immune response. Newly generated immature
antibodies should be compared with the antigen set according to the negative selection algorithm, and
these ones which match selves should be deleted. At this time, the age of these newly generated immature
antibodies was 0. Then, the immature antibody will pass tolerance and become mature. The size of the
antibody set is limited. The above procedure is expressed as follows.
(t) =

{< ,
>|
( − 1) +

ℎ
(t) −

= 0}
(t)

=0
≥1

(12)

( ) = {< ,
> |0 <
<
, is immature antibodies in the time − 1},
( ) = {< ,
>|
=
( ) = {< ,
0, is antibodies who passes negative selection algorithm in the time },
>|
<
, is antibodies which will be add into the mature antibody set in the time }.
When immature antibody abi becomes mature abt, abt.d=abi.d, abt.age=0, abt.consistency=ηt0,
abt.count=0. In the life span of Tmature, when a non-self and a mature antibody match, the match count of
this antibody increases by 1, and the density increases by η; densities of other antibodies decrease by ζ. In
the life cycle, the mature antibody will be removed if it matches an antigen known to be self. In addition,
if the immune response is not triggered during the life cycle, the mature antibody will be erased. If the
immune response is triggered, the mature antibody will develop into memory one on the basis of the
clonal selection algorithm. This procedure is formulated as follows.
( )=

( − 1) +

∅ =0
( )−
( )−
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Concentration functions of η and ζ are very important. Curve of η is related to attack intensity which
increases with the rise of . In this way, under continuous attack, this can shorten the duration of immune
learning, and the immune system can respond quickly. ζ should be a function of attack intensity which
will gently increase with the reduce of . In this way, if an attack occurs again in a relatively short time,
the system can keep a high degree of vigilance. η and ζ satisfies the following formulas.
( )=(

√

( ) = 0.2

.

)

−1

(14)

( + 1)

(15)

When the mature antibody abt triggers an immune response in the life cycle, it will transform into
memory one abm, abm.d=abt.d, abm.age=0, abm.consistency=abt.consistency, abm.count=abt.count. In
the life cycle of memory antibody, when it matches a non-self, its matching count increases by 1, the
density increases by η, and it triggers an immune response; densities of other antibodies decrease by ζ. In
the life cycle, the memory antibody will be removed in the case of matching an antigen known to be self.
This procedure is expressed as follows.
( )=
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= 0, is new memory antibody},
(
( , )≥ ) .

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1 Parameter Settings
The experiments were carried out in the laboratory of Sichuan Agricultural University. Ten percent of
the compact data set of KDDCUP99 provided by MIT Lincoln Lab was used as experimental data,
including a large amount of normal network traffic and various attacks [15].
Limited by the physical properties of the machine, such as memory size, processing speed, we confine
the number of antigens and antibodies in the experiments. Set that the size of antigen set is 200, and the
number of non-memory antibodies is 300, and the size of memory antibody set is 200. Generally, there is
little change about network normal behavior, so the tolerance period of immature antibody is Ttolerance =
1. In order to leave immune cells enough time to identify non-self, the larger the better without packets
loss, so the updating cycle of antigens is ε=50. Fig. 2 shows the influence of the matching threshold θ on
detection rate (TP) and false alarm rate (FP). When θ is small, the false alarm rate is relatively large
because mature antibodies are activated without enough study. So, we select the value of θ as 0.8.
Concentration functions η and ζ are related to the attack intensity. In fact, antigen-matching count is used
to approximate the attack intensity of the function η, and t is used to approximate the attack intensity of
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the function ζ. Fig. 3 shows the effects of mature antibody life cycle Tmature on detection rate and false
alarm rate. The small life cycle will lead to lower TP because mature cells do not have enough time to wait
for expected non-self. However, a larger life cycle will also lead to a higher FP. So set the life cycle of
mature antibody Tmature=120 according to experimental results.

Fig. 2. The influence of matching threshold on false alarm rate (FP) and detection rate (TP).

Fig. 3. The effects of mature antibody life cycle on false alarm rate (FP) and detection rate (TP).

4.2 Comparisons of TP and FP
To test the performance of AC-Id, we conducted targeted comparison experiments. The comparison
object was DynamiCS algorithm proposed by Forrest et al. [3] and Kim and Bentley [7], a typical
representative of the immune based intrusion detection algorithm, which has an important influence on
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the later design of intrusion detection systems.
Figs. 4 and 5 show comparisons of detection rates of DynamiCS and AC-Id. In the experiment of Fig.
4, there are 80 non-selves for every 100 packets, and 40 non-selves are just determined, which means that
this type of IP packets is considered to be self before and is now considered to be illegal network behavior.
For example, shut down 40 ports to stop providing related services in emergency. In the experiment of
Fig. 5, we use reduced 10% of KDDCUP99.

Fig. 4. Comparisons of detection rate (TP) of DynamiCS and AC-Id under lab data.

Fig. 5. Comparisons of detection rate (TP) of DynamiCS and AC-Id under KDDCUP99 data.
Figs. 6 and 7 show comparisons of false alarm rates of DynamiCS and AC-Id. In the experiment of Fig.
6, there are 40 selves for every 100 packets, and 20 selves are newly defined. For example, 20 network
ports have just been opened to offer new services. In the experiment of Fig. 7, we use reduced 10% of
KDDCUP99.
The experimental results show that, compared with AC-Id, DynamiCS has lower TP and higher FP.
The reason is that, in DynamiCS, definition of selves lacks flexibility, and cannot effectively identify the
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newly added antigens. On the contrary, immune cells of AC-Id avoid the tolerance of mutated selves
through antigen and antibody evolution mechanism, and AC-Id reduces the false negative rate. AC-Id
uses cloud to model density of antibodies, and density will increase rapidly with the increase of attack
strength, and can accurately reflect the current security situation of the network environment, which
improves the detection rate. In the meantime, AC-Id can refrain from the recognition of newly added
selves by the mechanism of self-evolution and elimination of memory cells, which reduces the false alarm
rate.

Fig. 6. Comparisons of false alarm rate (FP) of DynamiCS and AC-Id under lab data.

Fig. 7. Comparisons of false alarm rate (FP) of DynamiCS and AC-Id under KDDCUP99 data.

5. Conclusion
In order to improve and solve existing problems of immune based anomaly detection technology, this
paper proposed an intrusion detection method based on changes of antibody concentration in immune
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response. Firstly, the method introduces blood relative and blood family to classify antibodies and
antigens and simulate correlations between antibodies and antigens. Then, the method establishes
dynamic evolution models of antigens and antibodies in intrusion detection. In addition, the method
determines concentration changes of antibodies in the immune system drawing the experience of cloud
model, and divides the risk levels to guide immune responses. This paper verified that this method has
better adaptability than traditional methods through simulation experiments.
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